WHY IT MATTERS...

Now is the time for students to reclaim and reimagine how schools teach us. Students deserve a holistic curriculum that dismantles white supremacy in public education. Our country must reconcile with the wrongs of our past and lead a new pathway forward. A just curriculum is truthful about our nation’s history, affirms the intersectional identities of all students, and empowers us to be critical leaders.

1. Build People Power
   - Find a team of 3-5 friends who care about the problem
   - Host an info session or teach-in to learn more about the issue

2. Who is the decision-maker?
   - Is this a local school board; state; or national issue?
   - Identify your support and opposition.
   - Schedule meetings with your elected officials.

LEARNING CENTERED ON JUSTICE

3. Speak Your Truth
   - Attend your local board meeting
   - Amplify stories during public comment; publish an op-ed
   - Organize a petition drop

4. Evaluate and Debrief
   - Step back and reflect; what lessons have you learn? What's next?
   - Collective processing & ongoing learning to inform decision-making and strategy

We Demand
   - Conduct an internal audit grounded in anti-racism and decolonizing practices
   - Strengthen Student Teacher Partnerships
   - Shift Classroom power dynamics
   - Add relevant courses connected to: anti-racist history, civic engagement, financial literacy, and comprehensive sexual education.